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Free Online Store in 5 minutes

"Muncom.com is a free web store builder and a free online marketplace." "Sellers can easily create their
own free online store in minutes, with free website hosting, free subdomain and a powerful admin tool to
manage their free online stores."

June 19, 2009 - PRLog -- "Muncom.com is a free web store builder and a free online marketplace."
"Sellers can easily create their own free online store in minutes, with free website hosting, free subdomain
and a powerful admin tool to manage their free online stores."

EVERY SMALL ENTREPRENEUR’S DREAM TURNS INTO REALITY THANKS TO INTERNET,
WITH TOTALLY FREE ONLINE STORES.

New technologies provide equal opportunities to any person or company willing to compete in global,
regional or local markets.

Muncom (Free Online Stores and Free Online Marketplace) constitutes a revolution in e-commerce
platforms. Allowing anybody, anywhere in the world, and in practically any business segment, create an
online store: in 5 minutes, with its own name, advertisement free and with 10+ languages to choose from.

Offering free hosting, free subdomain and the possibility to add videos, blogs and links to the a facebook
page, Muncom enables sellers to open stores following a remarkable simple process. The system features
powerful tools for buyers, including maps and interactive directions to find stores in just one click with the
added flexibility of a chat window to ask store owners questions regarding the products being offered.

Even restaurants providing delivery services can access http://www.muncom.com, and start selling online.
This system offers the choice to operate the store via Internet or by using a free Windows ecommerce
software that remains active in the PC. When a new order is received, an automatic notification provides
the seller all the required details -including the buyer’s profile information in order to either accept the
transaction based on each buyer’s reputation or place a verification call.

Opening a store, showcasing and publicizing products has no cost.

Muncom is already operating in 50+ countries.

# # #

"Muncom.com is a free web store builder and a free online marketplace." "Sellers can easily create their
own free online store in minutes, with free website hosting, free subdomain and a powerful admin tool to
manage their free online stores."
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